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6 LEADER GRAMMAR STUDIES - 1

  1. Complete each sentence with either one of the options.  

1. Although body aches are normal with the fl u, if they / them become much more severe than you would 
expect, you should contact your healthcare provider.

2. Avalanches kill over a hundred people in Europe and North America every year, burying they / them 
below tons of snow.

3. People automatically make judgments about us / we based on the fi rmness of our handshakes.

4. Reading blogs is helping me / I to understand that I have to keep up with the culture and learn more 
about what normal people are doing.

5. I told my brother that we will not tolerate he / him any more if he / him keeps up his rude attitude 
towards we / us.

6. Jane has given her clothes to charity as she / her will wear a uniform for work from now onwards. 

7. Sam is a very lucky boy because her / his father left him a big fortune, and he can now spend it / them 
however he likes.

8. You have made I / me very happy by bringing me / I those fl owers. Thank you. 

9. The commander asked his soldiers to follow he / him, but none of they / them did as they / them were 
extremely tired from the extensive workout. 

10. When they asked me / I if I / me knew her / she, I pretended to have forgotten who Linda was. 

  2. Complete each sentence with either one of the options. 

1. My mother insisted on calling my uncle to tell him / he that he / him has lost his wife but we all thought 
we should wait for him / he to come home from work. 

2. A general stereotype about identical twins is that they / them are clones; they / them act alike, look 
alike, and are expected to be identical.

3. Jane becomes cheerful when she / her sees or hears the birds singing, otherwise she / her is as 
miserable as a ghost. 

4. I am responsible for my own behaviours and I believe I / me know how to behave in public, but when 
people unnecessarily warn me / I about they / them, I become aggressive. 

5. If you want to obtain valuable feedback from your customers, then you have to be asking they / them 
the right questions.

6. Should we / us be the ones to tell you / him to study harder for your future? One should be aware of 
the outcomes of not doing so when it is necessary. 

7. People make the mistake of adopting an animal solely because them / they like it / you, not ever 
thinking about the animal’s and the community’s welfare.

8. I can never forget gathering in our house for the story time. My mum would gather all of we / us around 
she / her and tell one of her extraordinary stories. 

9. Edward knows he / him is expected to be here at six because we / us will meet the guests for our 
dinner party. 

10. Hens were domesticated very early in the history of humanity and they / them have made a solid 
impact on our lives. 
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1. One person’s freedom only extends so far as 
it restricts ----. However recently people only 
think about their own freedom and doesn’t 
care about ----. 

A)  another / others
B)  ones’ / another
C)  another’s / others
D)  the others / the others
E)  one’s / the other

2. Constant streams of commercial messages, 
TV news, and campaign ads try to tell us 
how to think. When we allow ---- to think for 
----, we become vulnerable to propaganda.

A)  the ones / ones B)  others / another
C)  another / one D)  the others / them
 E)  others / us

3. We are persuaded to doubt or believe ---- 
people’s claims through logic and intuition, 
and most of us tend to rely heavily on one 
type of thinking or ----.

A)  others / others B)  other / the other
C)  other / other D)  another / the others
 E)  the others’ / the other

4. The taste of turtle eggs has been described 
as salty and less appetizing when compared 
to ---- types of eggs.

A)  other  B)  others
C)  the other  D)  the others 
 E)  another

5. We saw two people running. Then there was 
a fl ood of people running down ---- but it is 
hard to say exactly how many people we saw. 

A)  everyone  B)  all the others
C)  one after another  D)  each other
 E)  the others’

6. One of the problems of getting a spacecraft 
to ---- planet is that we fi rst have to get it out 
of Earth’s orbit. We can then worry about the 
---- problems that may come up on the way. 

A)  another / other B)  other / others
C)  others / other D)  other / another
 E)  another / others

7. While teaching, one should be careful about 
the words he or she uses for a student as 
---- may use those words later to hurt that 
person. 

A)  the other  B)  the others
C)  ones  D)  the ones
 E)  others

8. While most skin disorders are minor like 
pimples and redness on the face, ---- can 
indicate a more serious issue.

A)  the others  B)  each other
C)  another  D)  others
 E)  the other

9. What does it mean when a girl ignores you 
one day and seems suddenly interested in 
---- man? It happened to me recently with the 
girl I liked for a long time. 

A)  the other  B)  other
C)  another  D)  the others
 E)  others

10. Kazakhstan shuts down independent media 
outlets ---- but still claims to be a free 
country where everyone has the freedom to 
speak their minds. 

A)  one another  B)  the others 
C)  the ones  D)  all others 
 E)  one after another

3 CHECKPOINT Forms of ‘Other’
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23. Complete each sentence with one of the options.

themselves herself hers it everything

anything their those one another them

1. Parrots throughout the fl ock communicate with ______________ by squawking and moving their tail 
feathers. 

2. The corpse fl ower generally requires seven to ten years of vegetative growth before blooming and after 
______________ fi rst bloom, some plants may not bloom again for ten years. 

3. Anne doesn’t want to wear other people’s clothes even though she is just seven and she recognises the 
smell immediately if they are not ______________. 

4. Albino alligators are extremely rare, with only about a dozen of ______________ still left in the world. 

5. The dresses that the actresses wear on the red carpet during awards are almost as big a deal to many as 
the awards ______________. 

6. The human brain uses synapses to pass signals from neuron to neuron. This process is essential for 
______________ we do, from exercising to sleeping. 

7. Jane desired to fi ght alongside her husband, John, so she disguised ______________ as a man because 
she believed her country needed her more than ever. 

8. As raccoons can use their hands like humans, they will usually attempt to open ______________ they lay 
their hands on. 

9. James West was the co-inventor of the electret microphone: 90 per cent of all microphones including 
______________ in phones and recorders are based on his work. 

10. Commercial whaling is no longer the major threat to whales as ______________ once was, but climate 
change, pollution, human-made noise and shipping traffi c are still concerns. 

24. Complete each sentence with one of the options.

ones everything it others his

anyone their yourself them everywhere

1. Language is more than grammar and semantics; it also refl ects the society in which ______________ 
evolves. 

2. Gap years are now as common as going on holiday, and people are treating ______________ as such. 

3. You cannot justify your improper behaviour at the party by saying that you felt bad about ______________ 
while watching me talk to another girl. 

4. After a heavy storm I went for a walk on the beach and found several light bulbs, mostly quite old 
______________. 

5. Learning the English language is almost essential for ______________ considering a career in science. 

6. George Carver is best known for the hundreds of uses he discovered for products like peanuts. He rarely 
patented his ideas, instead giving them freely to ______________. 

7. Glaciers are retreating almost ______________ around the world including in the Alps, Himalayas, Andes, 
Rockies, Alaska and Africa. 

8. From our perspective here in the world, it looks like we’re at the centre of ______________, and every 
single galaxy is fl ying away from us. 

9. Alberto remembered the day he spent with his wife and everything they did that day, so he realised that 
the cardigan wasn’t ______________ as he had claimed before, so he left it where he found it. 

10. Archaeologists know little about the details of ______________ hunting techniques, as Vikings crafted 
tools primarily from organic materials such as wood, rope and hide, which don’t preserve well. 
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 ASSESSMENT TEST

40. ---- has dreams about winning the lottery and 
getting crazy rich overnight. Likewise, I have 
dreams ----. 

A)  No one / myself
B)  Everyone / of my own
C)  One / by myself
D)  Someone / by my own
E)  The one / my own

41. Treatment for infertility is available and can 
bring hope to ---- wanting to have a baby, but 
it also has fi nancial, physical and emotional 
costs for ----.

A)  the ones / themselves B)  ones / others
C)  the others / those  D)  they / theirs
 E)  those / them

42. People usually struggle to make choices 
because they don’t believe in their ability to 
think for ----; they believe other people are 
more capable of making the right choice for 
----.

A)  one / those  B)  themselves / them
C)  them / themselves D)  theirs / one
 E)  those / them

43. ‘Many people think that becoming a doctor is 
easy. ---- have some sense that becoming a 
physician takes many years and is expensive.’ 
---- were the exact words of my doctor. 

A)  Those / They B)  The others / Theirs
C)  These / Those D)  Others / These
 E)  The other / They

44. Whilst most birds have four toes, the ostrich 
only has ----. This appears to be an adaptation 
for running. It has an immense talent for 
running if it feels there is ---- threatening it. 

A)  them / one  B)  those / someone
C)  two / anything D)  the two / something
 E)  another / anyone

45. Around 90 per cent of Americans consume 
caffeine every day in one form or ----. The new 
American student has a coffee machine of ---- 
in his room. 

A)  other / himself B)  another / his
C)  the other / him D)  others / his
 E)  another / him

46. The Greeks had a good reason to dislike war. 
The cities of Greece fought ---- in a terrible war 
that lasted for 27 years. Naturally, they grew 
tired of ----. 

A)  one another / themselves
B)  each other / it
C)  another / itself
D)  the others / the ones
E)  those / others

47. If you are falling in your dream, ---- in your 
life is essentially out of control and there is 
---- you can do to stop it. At least that’s what 
experts say. 

A)  something / everything
B)  someone / somewhere
C)  anything / no one
D)  no one / something
E)  something / nothing 

48. There’s no one proven way that people 
recover from depression, and it’s different for 
----. When you doubt ---- and think that you will 
not recover, remember this. 

A)  one / you  B)  anyone / you
C)  everyone / yourself D)  anyone / yours
 E)  the one / yourself

49. ---- is the student you have been looking for 
all day. He is the only person with the last 
name Sayidah in the campus. Maybe you have 
things to say to ----. 

A)  Yours / him  B)  He / himself
C)  That / them  D)  The one / his
 E)  This / him

50. The majority of all drivers admit to speeding 
while driving, and ---- speed on a regular 
basis. My nephew says he cannot stop ---- 
from speeding when the roads are empty. 

A)  most / himself B)  ones / him
C)  others / others D)  much / his
 E)  the ones / the other
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1. - 5. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada 
numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen 
sözcük veya ifadeyi bulunuz.

17

Love makes (1) ---- possible. Falling in love brings up 
all kinds of additional emotions. Your heart races, your 
tummy gets tied up in knots when you meet (2) ---- 
soulmate. Being in love makes (3) ---- feel inspired. 
It makes you feel as if you can do (4) ----. There’s 
no explanation for it, no rationale. But one thing we 
do know is that, whether you’ve love and won or 
loved and lost, when love is real, it’s always worth 
it. February is the month of love for all the hopeless 
romantics. Every February 14, lovebirds spoil (5) ---- 
and express just how much they love and appreciate 
their signifi cant other. 

1.
A)  something  B)  anyone

C)  itself     D)  everything

 E)  nowhere

2.
A)  the one  B)  his

C)  your                 D)  yourself

 E)  one’s

3.
A)  those  B)  you

C)  nobody  D)  itself

 E)  that

4.
A)  everywhere B)  nobody

C)  anything  D)  something

 E)  nowhere

5.
A)  themselves B)  it

C)  everything  D)  one after another

 E)  each other

1. - 5. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada 
numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen 
sözcük veya ifadeyi bulunuz.

18

Social media nowadays is full of headlines regarding 
the actions, feelings, faults and successes of music 
and fi lm celebrities. In one day, I read about the failed 
relationships, the fashion statements, the personal 
crises and the well-earned awards of (1) ----. There 
are celebrity families with daughters who became 
idols for some and other female actresses who 
endorse the idea of positive body image. Workout 
schedules and programmemes are released under 
the promise that results will bear the resemblance to 
(2) ---- certain admired celebrities. We are constantly 
being shown what to do and what not to do by these 
people that, to (3) ----, are held above (4) ---- heads 
as we idolize their very existence. We want to look like 
them, eat like them, exercise like them, talk like them. 
We want to be (5) ----.

1.
A)  myself  B)  theirs

C)  by myself  D)  their own

 E)  yours

2.
A)  that of  B)  their

C)  one’s  D)  those of

 E)  others

3.
A)  we  B)  our

C)  mine  D)  them

 E)  us

4.
A)  their     B)  theirs

C)  ourselves  D)  my

 E)  our

5.
A)  ourselves  B)  theirs

C)  them   D)  ours

 E)  the ones
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2 CHECKPOINT Perfect Tenses

1. Liza ---- law in Paris and is well-known 
socially and she ---- her studies by the end of 
this semester. 

A)   has studied / will have been studying
B)   will have studied / has fi nished
C)   had been studying / was going to fi nish
D)   has been studying / will have fi nished
E)   had studied / fi nished

2. My father cannot wait to be retired even 
though his pension will be much less than 
his salary. He ---- for 45 years now.

A)   had worked
B)   has been working
C)   will have worked
D)   will have been working
E)   had been working

3. The constructors ---- most of the fl ats, but the 
penthouse from which the man fell is still for 
sale. A source said contractors ---- decorative 
work when the accident happened.

A)   have sold / had been doing
B)   had sold / has been doing
C)   sold / have done
D)   had sold / has been doing
E)   have sold / had done

4. That the Egyptians paid great attention to 
the study of music and ---- at a very accurate 
knowledge of the art, is evident from the 
instruments they used.

A)   has arrived B)   was arriving
C)   has been arriving D)   had arrived
  E)   will have arrived

5. We ---- married for 55 years next Christmas. I 
think the secret is that we respect each other, 
understand each other, as well as love each 
other.

A)   will have been B)   have been 
C)   had been  D)   will be
  E)   are

6. A young woman who blinded herself while 
high on drugs ---- about the experience as a 
warning to others about the perils of drugs. 
We ---- the event so that our students get 
informed.

A)   had spoken / will have organised
B)   spoke / had organised
C)   has spoken / have organised
D)   had been speaking / will organise
E)   has been speaking / had organised

7. The offi cials ---- 104 species of gingers, and 
lists 30 species as vulnerable or endangered, 
including 4 species that are critically 
endangered.

A)   had assessed B)   have assessed
C)   had been assessing D)   will have assessed
  E)   has been assessing

8. A postman was not just a mail carrier; he 
was the surprise factor for me. I remember 
the times when his sight would fl ood my 
mind with the excitement of the possibility of 
getting the news I ----.

A)   will have long been awaiting
B)   have long awaited
C)   have been long awaiting
D)   had long awaited
E)   had been long awaiting

9. You ---- for the test results for two weeks 
tomorrow. If the professor doesn’t announce 
them by then, you can fi le a complaint letter. 

A)   had waited B)   have been waiting
C)   have waited D)   will have waited
  E)   will have been waiting

10. By the 1870s women were working as 
telephone operators because Alexander 
Graham Bell ---- the telephone by then.

A)   has invented B)   had been inventing
C)   had invented D)   has been inventing
  E)   was inventing
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9. Although research ----, most scientists agree 
that the Moon ---- small amounts of water.

A)  had continued / had featured
B)  will continue / has been featuring
C)  continued / had featured
D)  is continuing / features
E)  will have been continuing / will feature

10. Mary Nielson ---- she ---- from her third 
husband Brian Johnson after counselling was 
unable to save their 10-year marriage.

A)  had revealed / had split
B)  has revealed / will have split
C)  revealed / has split
D)  reveals / will be splitting
E)  has revealed / has split

11. We ---- years now for a smartphone to 
come out with all the features of the latest 
technology yet at a reasonable price. 

A)  had waited 
B)  will wait
C)  have been waiting
D)  are going to wait
E)  wait

12. The police ---- the people who attacked the 
temple yesterday for the next two hours and 
we ---- they will tell them how they planned 
that horrifi c act.

A)  will be interrogating / hope
B)  will interrogate / have hoped
C)  interrogate / hope
D)  will have interrogated / hope
E)  are interrogating / will be hoping

13. While a number of fl ight pioneers ---- on their 
own powered fl ight at the time, the Wright 
Brothers are widely credited with the fi rst 
controlled and sustained human fl ight.

A)  had worked 
B)  has worked
C)  were working
D)  are working
E)  has been working

14. My mother ---- letters to all her friends before 
she ---- how to write an email after buying a 
computer of her own. 

A)  had been writing / had learnt
B)  had written / learnt 
C)  was writing / had learnt 
D)  has written / learns
E)  writes / will learn
 

15. Scientists believe that humans ---- using fi re to 
cook food in a controlled way around 1 million 
years ago and before that they ---- themselves 
with raw meat. 

A)  will begin / have fed
B)  have begun / fed
C)  began / were going to feed
D)  had begun / had fed
E)   began / had fed 

16. Jungles and rainforests are similar, but while 
rainforests ---- thick canopies of tall trees 
that block out light, jungles ---- more light in, 
making it easier for plants to grow.

A)  were having / allowed
B)  were having / were allowing
C)  have / allow
D)  have been having / have allowed
E)  are having / will allow

 ASSESSMENT TEST
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1. Disabled people rarely get to see ---- on 
screen. According to a recent report, only 
5 per cent of disabled roles are played by 
disabled actors.

A)   each other  B)   their own
C)   themselves  D)   by themselves
 E)   one after another

2. Since the 1940s, political scientists in the 
US ---- that the ideology of a judge, whether 
conservative or liberal, often predicts which 
way he or she ----.

A)   know / had voted
B)   had known / will be voting
C)   have known / will vote
D)   knew / has voted
E)   have known / voted

3. For the fi rst time, Indonesia ---- presidential 
and legislative elections at the same time 
in two weeks. The government claims the 
simultaneous system ---- costs.

A)   will have held / cut
B)   has had / has cut
C)   had had / cut
D)   will hold / will cut
E)   will be having / had cut

4. I had the worst sleep of my life when visiting 
my brother over Thanksgiving. He ---- me his 
soft bed, which you’d expect to be relaxing, 
but he ---- to pump it with more water. 

A)   gave / had forgotten
B)   had given / forgot
C)   gave / has forgotten
D)   was going to give / forgot
E)   was giving / would forget

5. Finding the courage to forgive someone who 
has wronged ---- takes a lot of emotional skill. 
If you can’t do that, you can at least pretend 
that you’re forgiving ----.

A)   one / the others
B)   you / them
C)   oneself / these
D)   one another / each other
E)   yourself / them

6. The herpes virus that causes chickenpox and 
shingles ---- in our spinal cord cells for life. 
That means you ---- with the risk of a possible 
attack throughout your life. 

A)   will remain / have lived
B)   remained / have been living
C)   remains / had lived
D)   has remained / will live
E)   remains / will be living

7. Across the board, people most at risk for 
skin cancer are those who ---- prolonged sun 
exposure with intermittent sunburns. I ---- 
that for the rest of my life after hearing this. 

A)   have been having / avoided
B)   have had / will avoid
C)   had had / avoid
D)   are having / was avoiding
E)   were having / am avoiding

8. I love George for what he has done. It’s 
inspirational to me how long ---- trained 
and how hard ---- worked to become a great 
runner and athlete.

A)   he / himself  B)   they / him
C)   their / they  D)   by himself / he
 E)   he / he

9. The girls ---- in one corner while the boys ---- 
on each other for a game when the teacher 
walked into the class and embarrassed us all. 

A)   were gossiping / were jumping
B)   were going to gossip / jumped
C)   had been gossiping / had jumped
D)   gossiped / had jumped
E)   have been gossiping / have been jumping

10. Write a letter or email to the person that 
made you angry. Then, delete ----. Often, 
expressing your emotions in some form is all 
you want, even if it’s in ---- that will never be 
seen.

A)   that / yours
B)   them / somewhere
C)   it / something
D)   this / anywhere
E)   these / anything


